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POSTAL SUPPLY CO. INC., OF FORESTVILLE, NEW YORK, A CORPORATION OF 
NEW YORK. 

MAIL-MARKING MACHINE. 

Application filed March 22, 1926. Serial No. 96,425. 

This invention relates to a machine for 
marking mail matter such as lettel's, post 
cards and the like which have to be taken 
care of in large quantities at times in the 

5 postal service. S. 
It is the object of this invention to provide 

improved registering and stopping means for 
controlling the operation of the printing 
wheel so as to produce but one impression of 

10 the same at the proper place on each piece of 
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mail matter; also to simplify and render 
more positive in action the Potation of the 
printing wheel when the same is 'eleased by 
the feeding of a piece of mail matter in posi 
tion to receive an impression or postmark: 
and also to provide improved means where 
by the ink roller of the printing wheel may 
be easily and conveniently replenished with 
ink when required while the machine is run 
ning. 

In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is a top plan view of a mail mark 

ing machine embodying my improvements. 
Figure 2 is a bottom plan view of the same. 
Figure 3 is a fragmentary top plan view of 

the machine showing the inking mechanism 
with the cover of the ink fountain removed. 

Figure 4 is a vertical section taken on line 
4-4. Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5 is a vertical section taken on line 
5-5. Fig. 3. 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of the shift 
ing lever forming part of the inking mecha 
S. 

Figure 7 is a fragmentary horizontal sec 
tion taken on line 7-7, Fig. 9, and showing 
the position of the parts of the stop and reg 
istering mechanism when no letter or piece 
of mail matter has been fed into position 
to be marked. 

Figure 8 is a similar view showing the po 
sition of the parts of the stop and registering 
Imechanism after a letter has been marked 
but has not yet cleared the printing wheel. 

Figure 9 is a fragmentary vertical longi 
tudinal section taken on line 9-9, Fig. 8. 

Figure 10 is a vertical section taken on 
line 10-10, Fig. 7. 
Figure 11 is a perspective view of the fric 

tion or gripping block forming part of the 
friction clutch mechanism for coupling the 
printing wheel with the driving mechanism. 

Figure 12 is a cross section taken on line 
12-12, Fig. 8. 

Similar characters of reference indicate 
corresponding parts in the several figures of 
the drawings. 
The numeral 20 represents the feed table 

having a supply portion 21 upon which the 
letters 23 or other mail matter to be marked 
or canceled are stacked edgewise, and a re 
ceiving portion 24 upon which the mail mat 
ter is stacked after receiving the post mark 
or canceling stamp. 
Arranged lengthwise above the feed table 

is a guide wall having a rear section 25 
against which the pile of uncanceled letters 
are pressed by a bar or follower 26, and a . 
front section 27 from which the letters are 
successively pushed away by a stacking 
wheel 28. The follower 26 is constantly 
moved toward the rear guide wall section 25 
by an upright rock shaft 29 journaled in a 
bearing in the table and connected at its 
upper end with the presser bar or follower, a 
rock arm 30 secured to the lower end of the 
presser rock shaft, and a spring 31 connect 
ing said rock arm with the adjacent part of 
the feed table. - 
In front of the supply portion of the 

table is arranged a transverse guide Wall 32 
which is separated at its inner end from the 
longitudinal guide wall section 25 by a sepa 
rating passage 33 through which the letter's 
move from the supply stack to the mechanism 
which marks the letters and stacks the same. 
The letters are fed away successively from 

the inner side of the supply stack by a feed 
ing belt 34 which passes with its rear turn 
around a pulley 35 and its front turn around 
a pulley 36 these pulleys being mounted on 
upright shafts 37, 38 carried by the feed table 
so that the operative stretch of this belt pro 
jects beyond the face of the rear wall section 
25 and engages the letters of the supply stack 
so as to move the same forwardly. Imme 
diately in front of the passage 33 the letters 
are engaged on opposite sides by two separat 
ing wheels 39, 40 which continue the forward 
movement of the foremost letter but hold 
back the succeeding letters of the supply 
stack. 
Arranged lengthwise of the faces of the 

longitudinal guide Wall sections and span 
ning the gap between the same is the opera 
tive stretch 41 of a carrying belt which passes 
with its rear turn around a pulley 42, its front 
turn around a pulley 43 and its return stretch 
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passes around a driving wheel 44. The lat 
ter is mounted on an upright shaft 45 jour 
naled on the table and may be turned by a 
hand crank 46 or by power. 
connects with the pulleys 36 and 40 and these 
pulleys turn in unison. The pulley 43 is pref 
erably connected with the stacking wheel 28 
and is mounted with the same on the feed 
table by a vertical pin 47. 

In front of the separating wheels 39, 40 the 
carrying belt is engaged on its opposite 
sides by a pair of rear guide oilers 48,49 
and in rear of the stack section of the table 
tle carrying belt, is engaged on opposite side 
by a pair of front guide rollers 50, 51. 
Between the front and rear pairs of guide 

rollers the letters or pieces of mail matter 
receive a postmark by the mechanisia which 
contains my invention and which is con 
structed as follows: 
The numeral 52 represents a printing 

wheel which is provided on its periphery 
with a die or type 53 adapted to engage with 
the letter and impress a cancelling o' post 
mark thereon while this letter is supported 
on its opposite side by the carrying belt 
which latter at this point is supported on its 
back by a supporting roller 54. This print 
ing wheeel is driven frictionally by motion 
derived from the carrying belt and in this 
preferred organization is accomplished as 
follows: 
The numeral 99 represents a driving wheel 

which engages its periphery with the lower 
part of the carrying belt 41, as shown in Fig. 
10, so as to be rotated thereby. This driving 
wheel is provided with an upwardly project 
ing cylindrical hub 55 and turns on an up 
right pin 56 mounted on the feed table. The 
printing wheel rests at its lower end on the 
driving wheel and is provided with a central 
cylindrical bore 98 which receives the hub 
of the driving wheel and for as a pivotal con 
nection between the same. Extending ra 
dially outwardly from the bore of the print 
ing wheel is a longitudinal groove 22 in 
which is arranged a friction block 57 which 
turns with the printing wheel. This fric 
tion block is pressed inwardly so that its in 
ner side bears against the periphery of the 
hub of the driving wheel. In its preferred 
form such pressure is produced by a bow leaf 
spring 100 bearing at its ends against shoul 
ders 58 which are formed to face each other 
at opposite ends )f a recess 59 on the outer 
side of the friction block and bearing with 
its outwardly bulging central part against, 
the bottoia of the groove 22 in the printing 
wheel. When the latter is free the fictional 
grip of the block 5 against the hub of the 
driving wheel is sufficiently strong to coin 
pel these members to turn together and pro 
duce an impression of the type, die or print 
ing surface of the printing wheel on the let 
ter, card or other matter passing between 
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The pulley 42 

Figs. 1 and 
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the carrying belt, 41 and the 
the printing wheel. 
The means whereby the rotation of the 

printing wheel is conti'olled in response to a 
letter which has been properly fed to the 
same for causing the printing wheel to effect 
a rotation for producing an impression on 
the letter are constructed as follows: 
On its upper end and on one side of its 

axis the printing wheel is provided with an 
upwardly projecting pin forming a stop 60. 
Above the printing wheel is arranged a hori 
zontal bracket or plate 61 which is supported 
on the feed table by posts 62 and provided 
adjacent to the face of the carrying belt with 
a guide bar 63 between whi 

periphery of 

which and this belt 
a guide-way is formed whereby the letter's 
are directed from the supply stack to the 
printing mechanism. Pivoted by means of a 
boit 64 or otherwise on the underside of the 
bracket. 61 is a horizontal swinging stop level.' 
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of elbow or L-shape form and having a for 
Wardly projecting longitudinal arm 65 and 
a laterally projecting arm 66. On its longi 
tudinal arm the stop lever is provided with 
an anti-friction stop roller 67 which is 
adapted to move into and out of the path of 
the stop 60 on the printing wheel and thereby 
either arrest the rotation of the latter or 
permit rotation thereof with the driving 
wheel. The stop lever is yieldingly turned 
and held in a position in which its rollier 67 
stands in the path of the printing wheel stop 
by means of a spring 68 connecting this lever 
with the adjacent part of the bracket 61, and 
the movement of this lever under the action 
of this spring is limited by a stop 69 arranged 
on this bracket in position to be engaged by 
this lever, as shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. 
Pivotally mounted by a bolt, i.01 on the outer 
end of the transverse arm of the stop level is 
a trip aim 70 which extends rearwardly from 
this pivot and is provided at its rear end 
with a hook shaped trip finger 1 which is 
adapted to project laterally across the path 
of the lette's approaching the printing wheel 
or to be retracted there from. This finger 
is held in its operative Ol' projected position 
so that it, will cross the path of the letter's 
by a spring 21 connecting the trip arm with 
the stop lever, and the movement of the trip 
arm under the action of this spiring is limited 
by a stop face 72 this ever engaging a 
stop face 3 on the arm. 

Preparatory to innovii 
rinting echiinisian the 

by it: spring so that its s 
the path at the stop iii. 
wheel and the lattei' is 
and the trii arm is ti}led so that its finge 
projects across the lett: 
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stop lever in the direction for moving its stop 
roller out of the path of the stop pin on the 
printing wheel. The instant, this occurs the 
printing wheel is released and perihitted to 
turn forwardly by the friction ciutch which 
couples the same with the driving wheel. 
During such rotation an impression of the 
face of the printing wheel is produced on the 
letter which at this time is noved for Wai'dly 
by the printing wheel and carrying belt en 
gaging with opposite sides of the letter. At 
the end of one rotation of the printing wheel 
the same is arrested by the stop level which 
after being deflected by the front end of a 
letter again retins to its inorina operative 
position in which the stop roller obstructs 
the path of the printing wheel stop pin 60. 
If at the end of one rotation of the printing 
wheel the letter has not yet cleared the print 
ing wheel then the trip an and its finger 
uson engaging the side of the respective let 

. 

-Qi' wi be 'nec Gil e StG yWe'. SO : - t be t l on the stop level' So as to 
remain on one side of the letter path, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The instant, howevel' that 
the rear end of the respective letter' passes 
forwardly beyond the trip finger the latter 
will be piojected across the letter pati ready 
to intercept the next following letter which 
upon engaging its front end with the trip 
finger will carise the printing wheel to be lin 
locked and permitted to produce an in pres 
sion on this letter in the manner previously 
described. ... ". 

Means are provided for casing the print 
ing wheel to receive an impetus and to start 
its rotation the instant the Sanhe is unlocked 
by the proper presentation of a letter to the 
same by the letter feeding mechanism. These 
means preferably comprise a registering sto 
consisting of an arm 74 projecting Fear 
wardly from a pin or screw 75 which pivots 
the same on the upper eid of the printing 
wheel and provided it, its 'ear end with a 
laterally projecting 'egistering finger 76 
adapted to cross the lettei' path and to be en 
gaged by the front end of a lettei', a spiring 
77 connecting the registein. 
printing wheel and tending constantly to 
turn the same in the direction fi" moving 'eg 
istering finger across the letter path, and a 
stop 78 ai'i'anged on the printing wheel in 
{}sition to be engaged by the exist eiii s 

and to in it it: no veine: title: the : 
of the spring . The 
ingy wheel has been unlocked by the forward 
pressure of the front edge of the letter against 
the trip ?inge; of the trip lever then this letter 
engages its front edge with the finger of the 
registeling stop and not only assists in start 
ing the printing wheel but also cases the 
printing wheel to start at the proper time to 
imprint the canceling mark on the desired 
place on the letter. As the printing wheel ro 
tates the registering stop is carried away 
from the path of the letter and at the end of 

in with the 

ant that the print 

3. 

the rotation of the printing wheel the finger 
of the registering stop is again carried across 
the letter path of the rear end of the letter 
has passed beyond. If howeve', the letter 
has not completely passed the printing posi 
tion by the time the printing wheel has made 
one rotation then the registering stop upon 
engaging the side of the letter still present 
will be pushed backyardly over the print 
ing wheel, as shown in Fig. 8, and held back 
Intil the lettei' has cleared the stering 
stop finger and when this occi's the register 
ing stop will be again turned by its spring so 
as to project its finger across the letter path 
ready to intercept the next following letter 
which is fed to the printing mechanism. . 
Although various means may be en) ployed 

for inking the printing surface of the print 
ing roll those shown in the di'awings and en 
bodying iny invention are 
structed as follows: - . 
The numeral 79 represents an ink delively 

roller which is pivotally mounted on the table 
or other available support and engages with 
the periphery of the printing wheel so that 
the same makes a legible impression on the 
letter to be marked. Adjacent to the outer 
side of this inking roller is arranged an ink 
fountain 80 which is arranged on a recess 
81 in the table and provided with a lug 82 
which is secured to the upper side of this 
table. The upper side of this fountain is 
closed by a cover 83 and detachably connected 
with the lug 82 by a screw 84 passing through 
a lug 85 on the cover. On its inner side the 
cover 83 is provided with an opening 86 which 
receives the outer part of the inking roller, 
as shown in Fig. 4. Arranged within the 
fountain and the cover is an ink feeding disk 
87 which turns about a horizontal axis where 
by its margin is caused to pick up ink con 
tained in the fountain or reservoir and de 
posit the same on said inking wheel. During 
this operation the lower peripheral part of 
the inking disk sweeps through the ink sup 
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ply and the inner side of its upper part en 
gages with the inking roller and deposits the 
ink thereon. For the purpose of enabling the 
inking roller to be thus supplied withink 
at will when required means are provided for 
loving the inking disk axially into and out 
of engagement with the periphery of the ink 
ing roller. This is preferably accomplished 
by rotatably mounting the inking disk on a 
shaft or arbor 88 which is supported on the 
upper part of the fountain so that the inking 
disk can slide lengthwise thereon, this slid 
ing motion being preferably effected by a 
hub 89 arranged on the inking disk and pro 
vided with an annular groove 90, and a shift 
ing lever 91 provided with a fork 92 engag 
ing with the groove of this hub. This lever 
has one end pivoted in recess 93 at one end of 
the fountain and its other end passes through 
a horizontal slot 94 in the cover and provided 
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externally thereof with a handle 95 for na 
nipulating the same. When free the inking 
disk is yieldingly held in engagement, with 
the periphery of the inking roller by a Spiting 
96 surrounding the shaft.88 and interposed 
between the hub 89 and the adjacent wall of 
the fountain, as shown in Tigs. 3 and 4. 
When in this position the inking disk is 
turned by frictional contact with the inking 
roller so that ink is constantly lifted from 
the fountain to the inking rollei. pon nov 
ing the inking disk away from the inking 
roller by lyneans of the shifting roller the 'o- 
tation of the inking disk aid its feeding ac 
tion ceases. The inking roller is held out of 
engagement from the inking disk by engag 
ing the outer arm of the shifting lever with 
a hold out shoulder 97 formed on the upper 
edge of the ink fountain which forms the low 
er side of the slot. 94. 
This inking mechanism permits of very 

conveniently and thoroughly supplying ink 
to the roller which inks this printing wheel, 
thereby enabling the postmarking to be ef 
fected uniformly and economically. 

claim as my invention: 
1. A mail marking machine comprising a 

printing wheel provided with a stop, a uni 
tary stop member movably mounted on a 
stationary suppoit, and provided with a stop 
movable into and out of the path of the stop 
on said wheel and a trip member movably 
mounted on said stop member and adapted to 
be engaged by the nail matter to be marked. 

2. A mail marking machine comprising a 
printing wheel provided with a stop, a lini 
tary stop lever pivoted on a stationary Sup 
port, and provided with a stop movable into 
and out of the path of the stop on said wheel, 
and a trip arm pivoted on said stop level' and 
adapted to be engaged by the mail in atter to 
be marked. - 

3. A mail marking machine comprising a 
printing wheel provided with a stop pin, an 
-shaped stop lever pivoted on a stationally 

support and having a laterally projecting 
arm and a forwardly projecting arm pro 
vided with a stop roller movable into and out 
of the path of said stop pin, and a trip arna 
pivoted on said laterally projecting an and 
having a finge' adapted to be engaged by the 
hail matter to be harked. 

S. 

i 
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4. A nail narking machine couplising a 
printing wheel provided with a stop, a stop 
lever pivoted on a statioinay support and 
provided with a stop Innovable into and out of 
the path of the stop on said wheel, a trip ai'}} i i. 

pivoted on said stop ieve; and adapted to be 
engaged by the mail attei' to be marked, 
yielding means for turning the stop lever and 
holding its stop in the path of the printing & 
wheel stop, and vielding means for turning & & 

said arm and holding the saine in the path of 
the mail innatter. 

5. A mail marking machine comprising a 

1,703,143 

printing wheel providing with a stop pin, 
an .-shaped stop lever pivoted on a station 
ary support, and having a laterally project 
iing arm and a forwardly projecting arm pro 
vided with a stop roller movable into and 
out of the path of said stop pin, a trip arm 
pivoted on said laterally projecting arm 
and having a finger adapted to be engaged 
by the nail matter to be marked, a spring 
connecting said lever and support and turn 
ing this lever in the direction for moving its 
stop roller into the path of said stop pin, 
means for limiting the movement of said lever 

5 

under the action of said spring, a spring con 
inecting said aria and lever and turning said & 
arm in the direction for moving its finger into 
the path of the mail matter, and means for 
limiting the movement of the trip arm under 
the action of the spring connecting the Saine 
with the stop lever. 

6. A mail marking machine comprising a 
printing wheel provided with a stop, a uni 
tary stop member innovably mounted on a 
stationary support and provided with a stop 
novable into and out of the path of the 
stop on Said wheel, a trip member movably 
lmointed on said stop member and adapted to 
be engaged by the mail matter to be marked, 
and a registering stop movably mounted on 
said printing wheel and adapted to be en 
aged by the mail matter to be marked. 

. A mail marking machine comprising a 
printing wheel provided with a stop, a stop 
member innovably mounted on a stationary 
Support, and provided with a stop movable 
into and out of the path of the stop on said 
wheel, a trip member movably mounted on said 
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stoi) meinber and adapted to be engaged by the 
mail in atter to be marked, a longitudinally 
I'egistering stop arm pivoted on the printing 
wheel and provided at its rear end with a 
finger adapted to project laterally across the 
path of the nail matter, a spring connecting 
the registering stop arm with said wheel and 
tending constantly to hold said ?inger in the 
path of the mail matter, and means for limit 
ing the novelinent of said finger on said stop 
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ai'in under the action of the spring connect 
ing the same. 

8. A mail harking achine con}}rising a 
printing wheel pi'ovided with an axial cylin 
di'ical hor'e and a longitudinal groove ex 
i ending 'a dially out \vard from said bore, a 
diving wheel having a cylindrical hub en 
gaging with the cylindrical bore of said 
wheel, a fiction block arranged in said 
groove and bearing with its inner side against 
the peripliery of said hub and provided on 
its outer side with a recess forming two 
shoulde's which face toward each other, and 
a bow leaf Spring engaging its ends with said 
shoulders and its central part with the bot 
ton of Said groove. 

in testimony whereof affix my signature, 
AUGUST ELFED. 
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